101 Things You Can Assess Using “Just” Blocks

Provide multiple opportunities to play with blocks
- Align
- Answer questions
- Attend
- Be patient
- Bend
- Correspond one to one
- Count all
- Cross midline
- Engage
- Follow simple directions
- Functionally use objects
- Group and sort
- Hold and steady objects

Add books about shapes, clipboard with blank paper, markers, and a map
- Identify shapes
- Know cause and effect
- Love to learn
- Make simple predictions
- Reach, grasp, release
- Segment and blend
- Sit unsupported
- Stack
- Subitize
- Trust
- Use prepositions

Add toy cars, trucks, roads, bridges, and loose parts
- Identify letters
- Match by physical attributes
- Measure by length
- Move to avoid obstacles
- Name pictures
- Persist
- Reason
- Represent
- Solve problems
- Symbolize
- Understand directionality
- Use quantity terms
- Use temporal terms

Add a play partner
- Have a zest for life
- Imagine
- Inquire
- Manipulate objects with both hands
- Match based upon multiple categories
- Match 3D shapes
- Measure with tools
- Push objects
- Rhyme
- Shift attention
- Solve complex problems
- Use quality terms
- Use size terms

+ Love
"affection and devotion for self and all living things."+

Start here
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